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ROOT-OUT
SEWAGE LINE MAINTAINER
FOR TREE ROOTS
CLEANS SEWER LINES OF TREE
ROOTS, ORGANIC
WASTES, GRASSES, ETC.
MAINTAINS SEWER PIPES
& STORM DRAINS. USE IN
LARGER COMMERCIAL,
MUNICIPAL & INSTITUTIONAL
SEWERS AT SCHOOL
DISTRICTS, COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS, APARTMENT
COMPLEXES & COLLEGES.

Product # 7043 BULK
Product # 70432 BOTTLES
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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CAS NUMBER

COPPER SULFATE
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7758-98-7
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ROOT-OUT Sewage Line Maintainer is a unique product designed to maintain drain lines
blocked by tree roots, organic wastes and grasses. Tree roots and grasses finding their
way into sewer pipes is a difficult problem to solve. Generally, the fastest remedy is to call
a sewer contractor to come out and run the line with a special snake with cutting blades
attached that cuts all the roots. Potential problems with this method are that the roots that
are cut away will usually create a clog that may be impossible to remove and any weak
areas of your sewer line can be easily broken with this type of equipment. As you can see
so far, tree root control can be expensive. Sewer contractors can charge thousands of
dollars to cut, clear and repair root damaged sewer lines. ROOT-OUT is the preventive
method that avoids costly service calls due to damaged lines. Use this product to cause
the roots to pull away from drains and look for water in the soil instead. Field studies have
proven the effectiveness of ROOT-OUT treatments, in fact, two periods of treatment each
year will keep tree roots and grasses away from drain lines and maintain free flowing
sewers for months. ROOT-OUT is recommended as a follow-up treatment after cutting
roots to prevent rapid regrowth. For more information contact your local Superco
Specialty Products representative.
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ROOT-OUT
SEWAGE LINE MAINTAINER FOR TREE ROOTS
ROOT-OUT ready-to-use sewage line maintainer is
in a special crystal form that contains copper sulfate
pentahydrate. These easy to use crystals slowly
dissolve and release into the sewage line providing
convenient, no mess control of roots which can clog
sewer pipes and storm drains. Simple application
helps maintain sewage lines and keeps storm drains
flowing and free of organic wastes, grasses, etc.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
ROOT-OUT can be used to help maintain sewage
lines free from tree roots and natural obstacles.
Simply shake approximately 2 cups of crystals down
into the drain line that has a problem with clogging.
Then run the water and use the
drain as always. ROOT-OUT's
designed crystal shape will slowly
dissolve and release into the
sewage line and help maintain
your drains. Once the drain has
been cleared with an initial heavy
dose (approximately 2 to 3 times
the above stated amount), ROOTOUT should be used only once or
twice a week to insure obstacle
free drain pipes.

